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1 UODSK SX3242FX/SX2442FX Ultra-Low Noise Design 32/24-Input 4-Bus Studio/Live Mixer with XNYX Mic Preamplifiers, British Qs and Dual Multi-FX Processor 2 2 UODSK SX3242FX/SX2442FX Instruction Manual Thank you... 2 Important safety instructions... 3Rightkly... 3 Limited Warranty Introduction Before you run Manual Control and Connections
Input Channels Mono Stereo Channels Stereo Channels (SX2442FX) or (SX3242FX) Subgroups Mono Out Section for Subwoofer Section for Separate Cd/Tape Master Aux Send 1 and 9-Band Stereo Band Effects Back Tab Processor Make Digital Configuration Wiring for Studio Applications Audio Connections Preliminary Technical Data Thank you very
much congratulations! With your UODSK, you have a modern mixer that sets new criteria. From the beginning, our goal was to create a revolutionary device suitable for a large number of applications. The result: Mixing table of the highest quality with exceptional equipment and many possibilities for connection and increase. BHING is a company in the
professional technical field of sound india. We have been developing successful products for studios and scenes for many years. These products include 19 microphones and devices from all o (compressors, nhancer, noise gates, pipe processors, headphone amplifiers, digital effects devices, DI-Box, etc.), monitoring and sound speakers, as well as
professional mixers for live performances and recording. All our technical know-how is focused on your UODSK. 3 3 UODSK SX3242FX/SX2442FX Instructions for Use Important Safety Instructions Warning! Terminals marked with the symbol shall carry enough electric current to cause the risk of electric shock. Use only high-quality speaker cables with
1/4TS plug or pre-installed plugs with workshape-locked. All other installations and modifications must be carried out by qualified persons. wherever you find it, warns you to read the operating instructions that accompany the equipment. Please read the instruction manual. Caution To reduce the risk of electric shock, do not remove the cover (or back). There
are no removable parts on the user inside. To do this, use a qualified technician. Caution In order to reduce the risk of fire or electric shock, the appliance should not be exposed to rain or moisture. In addition, items containing liquids, such as vases such as jars, must not be splashed or placed on the appliance. Caution these instructions exclusively used by
qualified service technicians. To avoid electric shock, do not perform any reparations or interventions other than those specified in the operating instructions, unless you are able to qualify. To avoid electric shock, do not perform any reparations or interventions other than those specified in the operating instructions. You should only do so if you have the
necessary qualifications. 1. Read these instructions. 2. Keep these instructions. 3. Pay attention to all warnings. 4. Follow all instructions. 5. Do not use this device near water. 6. Clean only with a dry cloth. 7. Does not interfere with ventilation nozzles. Install according to the manufacturer's instructions. 8. Do not install near heat sources such as radiators, hot
air nozzles, stoves or other appliances (including amplifiers) that produce heat. 9. Do not overdo the safety goal of polarized plugs or grounders. The polarized plug has two ridges one wider than the others. A grounding plug has two shirts and a third grounding teeth. A wide bevel or the third tooth is provided for your safety. If the supplied plug does not fit in
your power outlet, consult an electrician to replace the outdated outlet. 10. Protect the power cord from treads or handles, especially plugs, extenders and the outlet of the appliance. Make sure the power cord is secure. Check in particular the plugs, vessels and point at which the cable comes out of the appliance. 11. The appliance must always be connected
to the mains and the protective wire is intact. 12. If you are using a main plug or socket of the appliance to disconnect 13. Use only connections/accessories specified by the manufacturer. 14. Use only with the trolley, frame, tripod, stand or table specified by the manufacturer or sold with the device. When using a trolley, be careful when moving the
trolley/device to avoid damage caused by the third party. 15. Turn off this device during thunderstorms or when not in use for long periods of time. 16. Any repair must always be carried out by qualified personnel. Repair is required when the device is damaged in any way, such as: in the case of a power cord or plug, if they are damaged; in the event that the
liquid is spilled or objects have entered the device; when the appliance has been exposed to rain or moisture; if it does not work normally or if it has fallen. 17. disposal of this product: this symbol indicates that the product must not be disposed of together with municipal waste in accordance with Directive (2002/96/C) and national legislation. ste product must
be referred to a licensed waste collection centre for electrical and electronic equipment (). Improper treatment of this waste may have a possible negative impact on the environment and human health due to potentially hazardous substances normally associated with them. At the same time, your cooperation on the proper disposal of this product will
contribute to the efficient use of natural resources. For more information on where you can leave the recycling equipment used, please contact your local municipal services, waste management authority or municipal waste collection services. LGAL NUNCIANT SPCIFICAÇOS TECHNIQUES AOSIMEZZA SUSHIS A CHANGES SM PÉVIO WARNING
THERE IS NO GAANTIA D PCISÃO. BHING, CLACK TKNIK, CIDA, BUGA, TUBUSUND DOM PAT MUSICAL GOUP (MUSIC-GOUP.COM). ALL JIHADISTS STRETCHING STICKS ARE POPPED DOS SUS SPOOKOS POPPITOS. MUSIC GOUP NO S SPONSABILIZA PO QUALQU PDA K T MAY BE SOFIDA PO QUAKUQU PSSOA C.S.A.A., BOTH
COMPLTA AND PACIALMNT M QUALQU DSCIÇÃO, FOTO OR FIMAÇÃO HEREREA. KOS PODM SUBM AYA A LITTLE LESS. THE SWOLLEN IS A SELF-AUTHOR IN APNA. DISTIBUIDOS VNDDOS ARE NOT AGNTS DA MUSIC GOUP DO NOT HAVE ANY SELF-IDAD EACH PAA OBIGA A MUSIC GOUP QUALQU TAFA OR PSNTAÇÃO XPSSA
OR IMPLICITLY. MANUAL FOR WORKING WITH TM AUTO DIITOS ONLY. PAT SOME DST MANUAL POD S PODUZIDA OR TANSMITIDA D QUALQU FOMA OR MIO, LTTONIC OR MCÂNICO, INCLUDING PHOTOCOPY GAVATION D QUALQU TYPE, PAA QUAKEWICK INTNÇÃO, SM PMISSÃO FATTY XPSSA D MUSICAL GOUP IP LTD. ALL
DIITOS SVADOS MUSIC GROUP IP Ltd Trisent Chambers, Wickhams Quay, P.O. Box 146, OAD Town, Tortola, BRITISH Virgin Islands GAANTIA LIMITED For applicable warranty terms and additional information regarding the limited warranty of the music group, please check the details in full via the UODSK SX3242FX/SX242F Instruction 1 website.
Introduction FBQ feedback system FbQ feedback detection system integrated into the graphical equalizer is one of the excellent features of this mixing table. Genius system ste allows you to instantly detect the frequency of feedback and make them harmless. FBQ's reverse recognition system takes advantage of LDs in the illuminated bandwidth gear of
graph Q, with feedback frequency bands highlighted by LDs that emit strong light. Thus, the difficult search for the old for feedback frequencies becomes a simple joke. XNYX mic preamplifier are equipped with High-nd XNYX Mic Preamps, the sound quality and dynamics of which are comparable to those of expensive preampling external devices and offer
an amazing dimension of the head with a dynamic range of 130 db, allow crystal clear reproduction of the most delicate shades with bandwidth below 10 Hz to more than 200 khz, provide absolutely authentic sound and neutral signal thanks to extremely quiet and distortion-free switching with 2SV888 transistors, represent the ideal partner for anyone who
can imagine a microphone (amplification up to 60 db and +48 V Phantom power) and open up to you the ability to pinch to limit the dynamic range of your HD recorder from 24 Bit/192 khz for the best sound quality. The British Q XNYX series equalizers are based on the legendary method of switching the best consoles in the UK, internationally recognized for
their incredibly warm and musical sound characteristics and provide excellent sound performances even on extreme amplified. In addition, UODSK offers an additional two effects processors equipped with transformers with 24-bit A/D and D/A that have effects algorithms from our proven 19 VITUALIZ PO DSP2024P effects on the device. So you have
available 2 x 99 presets with first quality space simulations, delay and modulation effects, as well as Compressor, Pipe distortion and many other effects in excellent sound quality. The appliance has an ultra-modern built-in power supply. m compared to conventional circuits, this has the advantage, inter alia, of automatic adaptation to power voltages
between 100 and 240 volts. Moreover, it is much more economical than conventional power supply thanks to its significantly higher yield. 1.1 Before you start shipping, your product is carefully packaged at the plant to ensure safe transport. If the case is damaged, check that the appliance has external damage immediately. m in case of possible damage, DO
NOT return the appliance to us, but immediately inform the seller and the carrier, otherwise you may lose your right to compensation. In order to ensure adequate protection of the appliance during use or transportation, we recommend using a suitcase. Always use the original box to prevent damage during storage or delivery. Never allow children to touch the
appliance or unobserved packaging materials. limine all packaging materials in accordance with environmental standards Commissioning Provide sufficient ventilation and do not install the appliance near heaters, avoid overheating. It is important to replace bulging fuses with fuses of the correct value! You can find the appropriate value in the technical data
chapter. For power supply, use the IC 60320 connector power cord that meets the required safety requirements. Remember that it is essential that all appliances are connected to the ground. For your own protection, do not remove or otherwise make the grounding of the appliances or power cord unachievable. The appliance must always be connected to the
mains and the protective wire is intact. We warn that a high sound level may cause hearing impairment and/or damage your headphones or speakers. Your final stage or your active speakers must be the last to be turned on and the first to be turned off to avoid noise from switching the mixer and all other appliances on and off. Always pay attention to an
adequate volume of sound. Important tips for installing spaces with loud radio emitters and high-frequency sources can cause sound quality to malfunction. Increase the distance between the transmitter and the appliance and use a shielded cable on all aegisto online connections Please register your BHING appliance after purchase as soon as possible
using the Internet and read the warranty terms carefully. If the BHING product breaks down, we will be happy to fix it as soon as possible. Please go directly to the BHING dealer from which you purchased the appliance. If the BHING dealer is not nearby, you can go directly to our dealerships. In the original package you will find a list of the contact addresses
of BHING presentations (Global Contact Information/Uranium Contact Information). If there is no contact address for your country, please contact the nearest distributor. In the area served on our page you will find their contact addresses. If the appliance is registered in our services with the date of purchase, it is easier to treat in case of use of the warranty.
Thank you very much for your cooperation! 5 5 User Manual of UODSK SX3242FX/SX2442FX User Manual 1.2 Manual manual control manual is structured to get an overview of the control elements and at the same time detailed information about your application. So you can quickly find what you need, we have grouped the command elements into groups
according to their function. Based on the numbered illustrations attached, all command elements are easily found. If you need detailed explanations on certain topics, please visit our website on the information pages, our products, as well as in the ULTANT dictionary, you will find more detailed explanations in many technical terms in the field of audio
engineering. 2. The ste chapter command and connections describe the different elements for the control of the mixing table. All regulators and links are explained in detail. 2.1 Line single power channels and microphone (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) Fig. 15. 2.1: Microphone/Linear input connections and controllers (1) Each mono input channel offers you a symmetrical
microphone input through the XL jack, in which you simply press a button (see back) to have +48 V phantom available to operate capacitor microphones. Mute the sound from the playback system before activating the phantom power. Otherwise, noise from the connection will be heard through your control speakers. See also the instructions in chapter 2.11
Back. (2) All mono inputs also have a symmetrical line input designed as a 6.3 mm jack. (3) An Inst I/O connection is used to process the signal with a dynamic processor or equalizer. the insertion point is located before fader, Q, and Aux Send. Unlike resonant devices and other effects devices usually added to the signal, dynamic processors process the full
signal. In this scenario, Aux sending a route is not an appropriate solution. and/or equalizer, a dynamic processor and/or equalizer is inserted. Then the signal returns to the table in the same place. The signal is interrupted only if a plug is inserted into its socket (stereo jack plug, tip = signal output, bell = input). All mono input channels are equipped with
inserts. Inserts can also be used as direct outputs For pre-Q without interruption of the signal flow. For this purpose, you need a cable with a mono jack on the side of the magnetic tape machine or the effects device and with a stereo jumper plug on the side of the table (attach the tip and ring). (4) With amplification, a potentiometer can adjust the inlet
amplification. When you turn a signal source on or off to one of the inputs, this controller must be completely rotated to the left. The scale has 2 ranges of different values: The first range of values +10 to +60 db refers to the input MIC and shows amplification of the signals. The second range of values from +10 to -40 dbu refers to the input row and shows the
sensitivity of the input. For appliances with a normal baseline linear line (-10 dbv or +4 db), the setting is as follows: Switch on the appliance with and then adjust it to the output level specified by the appliance manufacturer. If the external device has an output level indicator, it shall display 0 dB in case of signal peaks. That is, for + 4 dbu turn a little to open
and for -10 dbv spin a little more. The precise setting is performed later when you enter a music signal using LD LVL ST. ste lights up when the corresponding working level is reached. (5) In addition, the mono channels of the mixtures have a low inclined filter with an oblique flange filter, with which you can eliminate low frequency and unwanted parts of the
signals (18 dB/octave, -3 dB to 80 Hz), which means all mono input channels have a 3-band setting. The bands allow for a corresponding increase or decrease by 15 dB. The equalizer is neutral in the central position. (6) (7) (8) Fig. 15. This is a sliding filter that increases or decreases all frequencies above a set limit frequency (12 khz). (7) With the
CONTROLLER, the MID can increase or decrease the average range. This is a semi-parametric peak filter that increases or decreases the frequency range around a variable average frequency. With the appropriate FQ controller, you can choose in the range from 100 Hz to 8 khz an average frequency that can be increased or decreased with a mid
controller. (8) The LOW regulator allows you to increase or decrease the bass. As in the HIGH filter, this is a rack filter, but increases or decreases all frequencies below a set limit frequency (80 Hz). 6 6 Instructions for use of UODSK SX3242FX/SX2442FX Vias Aux/FX Send Aux- send allow you to disconnect signals from one or more channels and collect
them in a bar (Bus). You can pick up this signal in an Aux Send socket and add it, for example, to an active monitoring column or external effects device. As a path of reproduction of return for the signal effect can be used, for example fx eturns. (9) The monochannel fader and other control elements (12) (13) (14) (15) (15) (11) (11) Fig. 11). The sum of all
aux signals from channels can be determined with their main AUX SND regulators (see (51)). In the corresponding AUX SND outputs (see (52)) you can get the signals. Both Aux Send paths are mono, detected after the equalizer and allow amplification up to +15 db. (10) By pressing the P switch, it is possible to connect the AUX paths before the pre fader.
this route, the volume of the aux beeps no longer depends on the regulation of fader, so it is possible to make independent monitoring mixtures of fader. For the largest number of applications that need to work on the Aux path, Aux Send paths must be connected after the phase so that the volume of the effect on the channel is guided by the channel position.
Otherwise, the channel effect signal will remain audible even if the pedal is completely closed. For this reason, the P-switch should not be pressed for these applications. (11) Regulators marked with FX 1 and FX 2 serve as a direct route to the integrated effects processor. Additionally, an external device can work through fx SND 1 and 2 outputs (such as
through aux SND 1 and 2 contacts). In so that the processor for internal effects and FX SND outputs receive a signal, the desired FX controller can not be completely rotated left (-oo). In addition, it is necessary to open the relevant FX SND regulator (see (60)). FX paths eventually switch to post-fader. this topic also read chapter 2.10 Effects section and 3.
Digital processor for effects. Figure 2.4: Channel pedal, panel regulator, jamming switch, etc. (12) With pan controller, the channel signal position is set within a stereo field. The position of this regulator shall also determine the subgroup to which the channel signal is added (see Chapter 2.4). (13) With the MUT switch, you can suppress the channel sound.
This means that the channel signal is no longer present in the main mix. Route monitoring is in operation. The corresponding LD MUT indicates that the channel sound is suppressed. (14) The LD CLIP is turned on when the channel is modulated too sharply. If this is the case, reduce input channel amplification with the GAIN regulator. also turns on if you
have activated the Solo function with the SOLO key below. (15) The SOLO switch is used to control the channel signal to the Solo In Place bus or to the PFL (Pre Fader Listen) bus. So you can control the channel signal without affecting the output signal of the Main Out. The signal to be controlled shall be intercepted before (PFL, mono) or behind (Solo,
stereo) of the panoramic regulator and channel (depending on the position of the salt-pfl switch (40)). (16) With the switch, sub outputs the signal to the relevant subgroups. UODSK has 4 subgroups (1-2 and 3-4). With the PAN input channel controller (see (12)), you can determine which of the two groups to appear (rotated left: Sub 1 or 3, 2 or 4). (17) The
MAIN switch leads the signal to the Main Mix. (18) The channel determines the signal level in the Main Mix (or submix). 7 7 UODSK SX3242FX / SX2442FX Instruction manual 2.2 Stereo channels stereo channel fader and other control elements (22) (19) (20) Fig. 2. 2.5: Stereo channel scans (19) Each stereo channel has two symmetrical line level inputs in
jacks for left and right channels. They can also be used mono if you use the socket only with an LFT indication. (20) All sections of stereo channels have a gain regulator to adjust the level. The inscription +20 to -20 db shows the adaptation to the corresponding input level to the inputs of the stereo channels (21) Fig. 21). The filtering characteristics and the
separation frequency of the HIGH and LOW filters correspond to those of the mono-channels. instead of a semi-parametric band, stereo channels have two separate medium bands (HIGH MID and MIDlow) with a certain average frequency (3 khz (21) and 400 Hz). Preference should be given to one equalizer over two mono equalizers, especially when the
stereo signal frequency characteristic is required. In mono equalizers often there are differences in regulation between the left and right channels Aux/FX Send on stereo channels In general, Aux and FX channels on stereo channels work in the same way as those of mono channels. Since aux songs are always mono, the signal is first mixed into a stereo
channel to get a monophonic amount before reaching the Aux bus (collector bar). Figure 2.7: Channel pedal, Balance regulator, jamming switch, etc. (22) The BAL(ANC) regulator corresponds to its function of the PAN mono channel regulator. The balance determines the relative percentage between the left and right input signals before both are directed to
the Main Mix stereo bus (or two subgroups). The other control elements of the stereo channels correspond to their mono channel function (fader, MUT switch, etc.). Remember: If you are applying a stereo channel to the subgroups using the SUB button, the BAL controller must be in a central position so that the signal reaches two subgroups and remains
stereo. 2.3 Stereo channels (SX2442FX) or (SX3242FX) (23) (24) (24) Fig. 24). In this case, the oku roads have been definitively switched to pre-fast, and are therefore particularly suitable for monitoring system. channels also have no switches and are always added to the Main Mix. Like other stereo channels, they also have two inputs to the linear level in
the jacks for the left and right channels. These channels also have a SOLO switch. 8 8 UODSK SX3242FX / SX2442FX Instruction for use as CD / TAP inputs (see 49)), these channels are especially suitable for connecting CD players, cassette players and identical input ones, for example, completed playbacks. 2.4 Subgroups 1-4 (26) (25) Fig. 25. stes can
be adjusted simultaneously by one (mono) or two subgroups of faders (stereo). In addition, it is possible to use the outputs of subgroups when recording multiple entries, such as Send Tape for multiple track-program. (25) The fader of the subgroup can determine the sound volume of the subgroup at the output of the subgroup (see 28)). Depending on the
position of the output switches (see (27)), you can adjust the volume of the subgroup sound in the Main Mix. (26) The SOL switch is used to control the subgroup signal to the Solo In Place bus or to the PFL (Pre Fader Listen) bus. This way, you can control the subgroup signal without affecting the output signal Output Output Or Under Output. The signal to
be controlled shall be intercepted before (PFL, mono) or behind (Solo, stereo) of the subgroup (depending on the position of the switch/pfl (40)). SOLO LD indicates that the SOLO button is pressed (27) Using the subgroup shutdown switches, you can apply the subgroup signal to the Main Mixture. Here you can determine whether the signal reaches the left
stereo side (LFT pressed) or the right stereo side (ight) or both sides (LFT and IGHT pressed) on stereo Main Mix. For example, if you have compiled a stereo submix with subgroups 1 and 2, then group 1 must reach the left stereo side and group 2 on the right stereo side of the Main Mix to support the stereo distribution. If you designed a mono Submix with
only one subset, it should be applied to the left or right side of the main mix so that the signal is heard not only on one side. (28) Fig. 28. 2.10: Subgroup outputs 1-4 (27) (28) In these four sockets SUBGOUP OUT there are signs of each subgroup. Connect these outputs to the inputs of multiple records if you are recording multiple records (see <a0><a1>
How do I record multiple records?</a1><a2></a2></a0> . Cap. 4.1 Studio Setup). 2.5 Mono output for subwoofer applications By additional monostellar output, it is possible to attach the main signal in the monophorus and connect to a separate final stage. Ste limited to the low pass range by means of a variable low pass filter to obtain an appropriate
awakening signal. ste signal is designed mono, since it is not possible to determine the location of low frequencies due to the size of the sound waves, thus there is no sense stereo distribution of the signal. (30) (29) (31) Fig. 3. (30) The FQ regulator determines the frequency of the low-frequency filter (30 to 200 Hz). The frequency range above this value is
suppressed when the filter is turned on. (31) With the LOW PASS FILT switch, you can activate the filterfunction (the corresponding LD lights up). (32) Fig. 32. 2.12: Mono Out Connection (32) In this MONO OUT jack is the mono signal that can be directed from here to the entrances of the last stage or directly to an active speaker. You can also use this
output as a monitoring route and connect, for example, a headphone amplifier. In this case, it is obvious that the signal should not be restricted by the LOW PASS FILT. 9 9 Instructions for use UODSK SX3242FX/SX2442FX 2.6 Main output section (37) (38) (39) (33) (33) Fig. 33. (34) Fig. 34. 2.14: Main out XL outputs (34) MAIN OUT outputs drive the Main
Mix signal and are designed as symmetrical XL sockets with a nominal level of +4 dbu. (36) (35) Fig. 35. (36) Through basic inst connections, you can (e.g. via channel inserts) connect a dynamic processor or equalizer with which the composite signal can be processed again at the tonal level. OMAIN INST refers to the main outputs (XL and jack), mono OUT
output (see (32)) and, if the main switch is pressed in the PHONS/CONTOL OOM tab, the TOZV/CTL OOM output (see (see 46)). (40) Fig. 13. 2.16: Level indicator (37) Red LD +48 V lights up when phantom power is turned on. The phantom power supply is necessary for the operation of the capacitor microphones and is activated with the corresponding
switch on the back of the appliance. (38) Pow LD indicates that the appliance is switched on. (39) The high precision indicator at the level always gives you an accurate perspective on the level of the output signal. For example, if you activate a SOLO switch on one of the input channels, this will indicate the level of the corresponding signal before fader (PFL)
or behind the fader (SOLO). This depends on the position of the SOLO/PFL switch (see (40)). In PFL mode, the signal is presented only in the left PFL is always mono. (40) The SOLO/PFL switch determines whether, when the salt switch is activated, the signal is controlled before (PFL) or behind the head (SOLO) (its LD above the switch lights up). The
corresponding signal is then indicated in the level indicator (see point 39). If you adjust the signal level using the GAIN controller, you must select PFL mode so that the specified level does not depend on the position of the Talk Back Channel The Talk Back function of UODSK allows communication with the musicians who are in recording or on stage. The
Talk Back signal is located on AUX SND outputs as they are used for monitoring/headphone mixtures. (41) (43) Fig. 43. (42) With the TALK TO AUX 1/2 button, you can activate the built-in Talk Back microphone and the signal will be located in aux snd 1 and 2 sockets. Hold the button while you talk. (43) Here is the built-in Talk Back microphone. 10 10
Operating manual of UODSK SX3242FX/SX2442FX Device Control Devices 2.18: Phones/Section Control (44) The PHONS/CTL volume control adjusts the volume for the headphones plugged into the phons/CTL OOM OUT socket (see (46)). If you have connected the active monitoring speakers or the final stage of the amplifier, you can adjust the control
volume with this controller. (45) With these switches, you can select the existing signal in the PHONS/CTL OOM socket. At your disposal are the main signal, CD/TAP signal, AUX signal 1/2 and subgroup signals 1-2 and 3-4. (46) Fig. 13. 2.21: CD/band connections (49) are cinch CD/TAP input contacts to connect CD players, cartridges, or identical line
sources. The signal volume is set with the TO MAIN controller. (50) Cinch CD/ TAP output jacks are the Main Mix stereo signal. Here, for example, you can connect to a cartridge player or DAT recorder to save your mix. The signal is intercepted before the main pre-fader, so as not to be affected by possible fader movements. 2.8 Master Aux Send 1 and 2
Fig. 1. We warn that a high sound level may cause hearing impairment and/or damage your headphones or speakers. Your final stage or your active speakers must be the last to be turned on and the first to be turned off to avoid noise from switching the mixer and all other appliances on and off. Always pay attention to an adequate volume of sound. 2.7
CD/tape (44) (51) Fig. 13. AUX SND1 and 2, with which you can adjust the volume in the respective Aux Send contacts (see (52)). This way, you can adjust the sum of all AUX 1 or AUX 2 signals from the input channels. The AUX SND section also has a SOLO button. (52) (48) Fig. 12. 2.20: CD/tape (47) If you have connected to cd/band sockets (see (49)),
for example, CD player, you can adjust the volume of this signal in the Main Mix (48) If the STANDBY switch is pressed, the sound of all input channels will be Only the signal crepe/band signal arrives in the Main Mix. During breaks or equipment change intervals, you can prevent interference from reaching the NRA installation through microphones that, at
worst, can destroy speaker membranes. Interestingly, the fader main mix can remain open, so you can simultaneously enter music from a CD (via doscd/tap INPUTs (49)). Faders for channels whose sound is suppressed can also remain in their settings. 2.23: Master Aux Send outputs (52) Aux SND1 and 2 can intercept Master AUX SND signals and add
them to an external effect device or its monitoring speakers. You can then return the effect signal, for example via STO FX TUN inputs (see (67)) or through separate input channels. 11 11 UODSK SX3242FX/SX2442FX User Manual 2.9 9-band stereo graphics emotional sprint Fig. 2.24: Stereo graphics equalizer (53) (56) (53) (53) (53) u UODSK has a 9-
band stereo graphiser that optionally processes the main or AUX 1 signal. With this, you can adapt the sound to the conditions of space. (54) The Q IN switch is used to start and start the graphical equalizer. If the equalizer is turned on, fader LDs will be lit. (55) With MAIN/AUX-switch 1, you can determine whether the equalizer should process the main or
AUX 1 signal. (56) When pressing FBQ IN, the FBQ feedback detection system is activated. The frequency (or frequencies) that give rise to feedback will be indicated in the form of high-light LD. All other LD are attenuated. Now just reduce the frequency range until the feedback disappears. In the position of the AUX 1 switch (see 55)) LDs of the equalizer
phasers simultaneously display the main signal and the AUX 1 signal. However, when feedback appears on one of the signals, the feedback-free signal is weakened to give a clear indication of the frequency of feedback. If the feedback is for the main signal, the switch (55) must be placed in the MAIN position to eliminate feedback using the 9-band equalizer
Effects section (57) (58) (59) (55) (54) (60) (61) (57) Here you can find a summary of all presets of the video effects processor (see also Cap. 3 Digital Effects Processor). (58) stes are the FX level LDs indicators for which the input signal of the effects processor is indicated. Make sure that the Clip LD indicator lights up only in case of level peaks. If it is
constantly lit, the effects processor is rewinding and unpleasant distortions occur. (59) Ffect constantly displays which presets are selected. (60) Ste is a master FX 1 (or 2) SND controller with which you can adjust the volume of all FX Send signals in the corresponding FX Send sockets (see (66)) and in cpu inputs for internal digital effects. This way you can
adjust the sum of all FX 1 or fx 2 signals from the input channels. If no FX SND controller is open, the processor effects will not receive an input signal. (61) By rotating the FX 1 (or FX 2) controller, you can select the presets effects. With a short press of the regulator (PUSH), the choice is confirmed and the new effect is activated. (62) With the FX 1 (or 2) TO
AUX 1 controller, the integrated effects processor effect signal (FX 1 or FX 2) may be mixed with the AUX 1 monitoring signal. For this application obviously it is necessary for the processor effects to receive a signal first, i.e. the FX regulators in the channel sections and their FX SND regulators need to be opened and channel faders must be downloaded
upwards. (63) Ste is an FX 1 (or 2) TO AUX 2 controller with which you can mix the CPU effect signal for effects to the AUX 2 monitoring signal. The same applies here as (62). (64) The FX 1 (or 2) TO MAIN regulator adds an effect signal to the main mix or subgroups 1 and 2 (or 3 and 4). This depends on the switch settings above (see (64)). If the regulator
turns completely to the left, no effect sign will be heard. Here, too, it is necessary that FX regulators in the channel sections and their FX SND regulators are open and that channel faders are downloaded upwards. (65) Using these keys, you can apply the effect signal to the main mix or subgroups 1-2 or 3-4. If main/SUB is not pressed, the effect signal will be
mixed with the Main Mix. The SUB 1/2/ SUB 3/4 switch below has no function in this case. If the upper switch is in the pressed (SUB) position, you can determine with the lower switch whether the effect signal should be added to subgroups 1 and 2 (SUB 1/2) or 3 and 4 (SUB 3/4). (67) (66) Fig. 66) Fig. 12. SND 1 and 2 additionally reproduce master FX send
signals to be connected, for example to the inputs of an external effects device. It's about the dry signals for Send. No signs of effects from internal effects processors are replicated here! 12 12 User Manual UODSK SX3242FX / SX2442FX (67) Through stereo TUN FX inputs 1 and 2 it is possible to return cpu effects signals for external effects. stes have
been added to basic mix. 3. Digital Processor Make (68) Fig. 2.27: Footswitch Connection (68) To the FOOTSW (ITCH) socket you can connect a two-current pedal with which you can activate or disable FX 1 and FX 2 separately. FX 1 is controlled by the tip of the jack and FX 2 through the rear ring (72) (71) (69) (70) (73) (73) Fig. 73. The POW switch must
be in the Off position when the connection to the mains is established. Remember: The POW switch does not completely disconnect the appliance from the mains when it is turned off. To cut the chain of the appliance, remove the plug from the outlet or appliance. Make sure that the plug or appliance is in excellent condition when installing the appliance.
When installing the product, make sure that the connector of the plug or appliance is easily operational. For this reason, disconnect the cable if you do not use the appliance for some time. (70) With the PHANTOM switch, you can activate the phantom power for xl sockets on the mono channels that are necessary for the operation of capacitor microphones.
LD +48 V (see (37)) lights up when the power is turned on. The use of dynamic microphones is usually possible as long as they have a symmetrical connection. m, if in doubt, contact the microphone manufacturer! (71) Network connectivity is made using IC SOCKET APALHOS FIOS. A suitable network cable is part of the delivery range. (72) In pota-FUSIs



of the appliance you can change the fuse. When changing the fuse, you must use a fuse with the same approx. 10 000 000 000 000 000 000 (73) UODSK number D SÉI. 3.1: View presets of 99 premium effects Here you can find an overview of all CPU settings for multi-quality effects. ste effects module offers you various standard effects, such as Hall,
Choir, Flanger, Delay and several combined effects that have already been proven in our 19VITUALIZ PO DSP2024P processor for effects. Through the FX channel regulator and the FX SND regulator, you can submit CPU effects with signals. The built-in digital effects processor has the advantage of must be installed. This excludes the danger of tinnitus
nous or uneven levels, and the processing is significantly simplified. PAALLL FX In effects presets 1 to 70 these are classic mixing effects. If you open FX 1 (or 2) TO MAIN controller, a mixture consisting of the channel signal (dry) and the signal effect is formed. You can control the balance between the two signals with Ofx Sends and FX 1/2 TO MAIN
regulators. To mix the effects to the aux 1 (or 2) monitoring mixture, the same applies only to the difference that here the share of the mixture is adjusted with AUX 1 controller (or 2) in the channel section and FX TO AUX 1 (or 2) potentiometer. Obviously, it is necessary that the effects processor must be signaled through FX 1 controller (or 2) in the channel
section. Make sure the P-switches are pressed in the appropriate channels. Otherwise, aux paths are switched after fader, and the volume of the aux monitoring beeps also depends on the channel fader settings. INST FX (channel sound suppresses) Effect presets from number 71 are designed for full signal processing. This should not be confused with the
effects of mixing. If you use preset insertion settings, you must separate the appropriate channel from all buses (sub switch and MAIN switch not pressed) and attach only the effect signal to the Main Mix (FX 1/2 controller, FX SND 1/2 controller and FX TO MAIN 1/2 controller). However, the relevant fader channel remains active and regulates (along with its
FX regulators) signal level for internal processor effect. 13 13 User manual 4 uODSK SX3242FX/SX2442FX. cablagem xemplos 4.1 Studio configuration The following example wiring displays a recording configuration to make a 4-track record. In this case, the battery and bass are collected in two subgroups and directed to two bands of the multiple recorder
through the exits of the subgroup. The guitar, keyboard (stereo channel) and two singing signals pass through the other two subgroups for two more songs on the recorder. The four-way return of the recorder is connected to four separate single input channels from UODSK. The effect of an internal compressor is used for the bass, so this input channel is
separated from all other buses (sub and MAIN are not pressed). The bass signal in this case is applied by the internal processor effects directly into the corresponding subgroups (FX TO MAIN controller). In section FX 1, in this case a MAIN/SUB key is required, but not a sub 1/2 SUB 3/4 switch. K I C D U M S N A drums O V V V and D And N A Bass vocals
1 2 Turns bars L subgroups L keyboard Outputs Multi-trackrecorder UOPOW P1500 HPS3000 TUTH B2030P UNDER 1-2 switch pressed SUB/MAIN switch not pressed SUB 3-4 switch MAIN pressed MAIN SWITCH pressed SUB 3-4 switch pressed Fig. 3.4 4.1: Mixer wiring in studio mode Make sure that any of the out-of-key subgroups (1-2 and 3-4) are
pressed on the recorder channels. Otherwise, when starting the recording, a very unpleasant line to the ears will form. Pressing these input channels only on the main switches so that the tape rotation signals are heard through the main outputs and the phones/CTL oom outputs of the mixer. 14 14 UODSK SX3242FX/SX2442FX Instruction manual 4.2 Live
application configuration K I C D U S N A Drums O V H A D O V I bass vocals 1 Vocals 2 Keyboard L UOPOW P x UOLIV POFSSIONAL Stack (B1 80 0X PO &amp;b1220 PO) UOPOW P1500 SUB 1-2 switch pressed SUB/MAIN switches not pressed MAIN SWITCH PRESSED L/ KEY UOLIV POFSSIONAL B1220 PO Fig. 15. As in the previous app, four
drum microphones, bass guitar (stereo channel), guitar and two singing microphones are connected here. The four drum channels (bass drum, coercion, exceeded L, overhead) are mixed into two subgroups and only then applied in the Main Mix. Thus, it is possible to conveniently adjust the volume of the entire drum in the Main Mix through the two subgroup
of faders. Also here is used the internal effect of inserting the bass compressor. The input channel is separated from all buses and the lower signal is applied directly to the main mix of the processor for internal effects. In this case, the MAIN/SUB switch main/SUB cannot be pressed, and the position of the SUB 1/2 SUB 3/4 switch is in this application
indifferent 5. Audio connections The inputs and outputs of the BHING UODSK mixer are designed asymmetric mono jacks, except for symmetrical inputs for a line of mono and stereo channels and main out connections. Obviously, you can work with the device with symmetrical and asymmetric jack plugs. Band inputs and outputs exist in the form of Cinch
stereo connections. Be careful that the installation and operation of the appliance is always carried out by persons specializing in the industry. Care must always be taken during and after installation to ensure that persons handling the appliance or workers are properly protected by grounding, otherwise performance may be impaired due to electrostatic or
similar discharges. Unbalanced 1/4 clutch release clip (grounding/screen) (signal) Fig. 5.1: 6.3 mm mono jack 15 15 UODSK SX3242FX / SX2442FX Instruction Manual Instructions Balanced 1/4 TS connector to relieve terminal voltage 1/4 TS headphone connector to relieve tension for ground/shield ground/shield ring cold grip (+ve) To connect balanced
and unbalanced plugs, must be attached to the stereo plug. 5. 6: Headphone plug Fig. 5. 5.2: 6.3 mm Insert return 1/4 TS connector to relieve pin voltage Fig. 5.3: Cinch ground/shield Handle Balanced use of ring XL connectors return (c) send (c) 1 = ground/screen 2 = hot (+ve) 3 = cold (-ve) connect the sleeve send with the input signal and return the
output of the device. 5.7: Send-ever output for unbalanced use, pin 1 and pin 3 shall be bridged Fig. 1. 5.4: Connections XL 1/4 TS stepper connector for step precedent 1/ground pole 2 foot connects poles simultaneously Fig. 1. The preset settings of FITOS PAALLOS made the cathedral application description very dense and long esonance of a large
cathedral. Solo instruments / voices in a fun composition. Plaque imitation of the vessels or resonance plates used in the past. Classic for drums (Prince) and singing. Concert imitation of a small theater or a large concert hall. It emits an atmosphere of signals (e.g. voices in radio parts). Very dense stage of esonance, designed primarily for live applications.
xpande, for example, the sound of keyboards in width. oom You can clearly hear the reflective walls of a room. which should not be highlighted as a clear effect. Studio Gives space; the signals have a natural and not taste sound. To obsess over the sound sources in the mix. Small hall Simulation of living room (i.e. very reflective), little or very small. suitable
for battery, among others. Ambience Simulation of a medium room without late reflections. Very flexible. with very pronounced main reflections. Drums, percussion, slapa-bass. Spring everb Simulation of the classic resonance of the elastic. Very flexible. Gate everb esonance artificially. Creates a very crunchy sound approx. 10 000 000 000 everse everb A
resonance, in which the intrinsic curve is reversed, that is, the resonance is first lower, then it becomes higher. Creates a twisted angular sound. The chorus slightly dissonance of the original signal. Very flexible (guitar, singing, bass, keyboard, etc.). Flanker A some fun signal is added to the original signal. This results in Signs. Very flexible (guitar, singing,
bass, keyboard, etc.). The phaser also works in accordance with the principle of lagging behind. Very flexible (guitar, singing, bass, keyboard, etc.). denied speaker Mera simulation of the classic organ effect. Organ / keyboard. Delay the input signal with multiple repetitions. Very flexible. Choir &amp;everb The combination of choir and resonant effects. It's a
singing classic. Flanker and Lander did flanker and resonance. Universal application. Phaser &amp;everb The combination of phaser and resonance effects. Universal application. &amp;everb The combination of the otar speaker effect and resonance program. Organ / keyboard / electric guitar. Delay &amp;&amp;quot; &amp;quot;Eternal Delay
&amp;&amp;quot; Chorus Delay and Resonance. signal xpansion with interesting repetitive effects. Probably the most up-to-date combination for singing, solo guitars, etc. This makes the voices have a striking tone and gives character. The letter remains noticeable. Delay &amp;flanger Identical to Delay &amp;quot; chorus&amp;quot;, but with noticeable
modulation up and down. Ideal for creating spacious sounds on any o. The backs of the gateway hose with a smaller sound are increasing; the passages with a higher volume. The dynamics are not concentrated (see Compressor), but it fades: disturbances (noises, buzzing, etc.) are weakened. The door opens for a certain moment to pass a signal. Then
close it again. All possible individual signals, but also combined signals. Individual signals; mainly in the microphones. Disable microphones prone to securing / removing interference. Ultramizer Extremely efficient compression by automatically adapting compression parameters. Processing of combined signals to achieve a constant level of output. Ultrabass
Combination between subharmony processor, bass xciter and limiter. sound for electric bass. Panner xciter Auto Filter Signal wanders back and forth between stereo sides. Artificial upper harmonics are added to the sign. esultado: Presence and height increase. Bandwidth is high depending on the level identical to the auto-Wah effect for electric guitars Can
be used as a special effect (for example, in the sound of radio parts). Both composite and individual signals. In the voices, xciter provides a better understanding of the text. DJ applications / sound effect in live show / electric guitar / bass. Tube Distortion Simulation of pipe distortions, known in guitar amplifiers. /voices/keyboards. Simulation of guitar amplifier.
Electric guitar / bass. Vinylizer simulates clicking on the old plates. DJ applications / sound effect in live shows. Test sound with a frequency of 1 khz. To level P.A. 17 UODSK SX3242FX/SX2442FX User Manual 7. Technical data monothrad microphones (XNYX Mic Preamp) Mic.I.N. 1 (20 Hz Ω resistance 50 Ω resistance 150 Ω resistance of internal
frequency &lt;10 Hz khz -1 db &lt;10 Hz khz -3 db Max output amplification range. input level XL connection, symmetrical electric, discrete input circuit -134 db / 135.7 db reflection from A -131 db / 133.3 db reflection. 2,6 kω balanced 110 dB / 112 db reflector of A (0 dbu +22 db Gain) 0.005 % / 0.004 % pollutant. k unbalanced fader -10 db +40 db damping
amplification 2 (Diaphony decay) Main fader closed Channel jamming main Fader closed 90 db 84 db 85 db frequency sputa (Mic In Main Out) &lt;10 Hz - 90 kHz + 0 db / -1 db &lt;10 Hz kHz +0 db / -3 db CD/band in max. Input Qualizer channels Mono Q low cut stereo channels Q low low middle high inserts on max level channels. send level for aux/FX
max. FX output is point 1 level Max. from ca jack ca. 10 kΩ +22 dbu 80 Hz / ±15 db 100 Hz at 8 khz / ±15 db 12 khz / ±15 db 80 Hz, 18 db/oit. 80 Hz / ±15 db 500 Hz / ±15 db 3 khz / ±15 db 12 kHz / ±15 db stereo jack with 6.3 mm, unbalanced +22 dbu mono jack of 6.3 mm, unbalanced ca. 120 Ω +22 dbu mono jack 6,3 mm, unbalanced ca. 10 kω +22 dbu
ntradas stéreo subgroup 2 x stereo jack with 6.3 mm, balanced ca. 20 kω balanced, ca. 10 kω unbalanced max. 6.3 mm mono output jack, unbalanced ca. 120 Ω +22 dbu Max level amplification range. input -20 db to +20 db amplification Outputs Main XL XL connection, electrical grid. symmetrical potassium. 240 Ω balance, i.e. 120 Ω unbalanced max.
Output power +28 dbu 18 18 UODSK SX3242FX/SX2442FX Operating instructions Jack Outputs Main stereo Jack Power supply 6.3 mm, power supply. symmetrical potassium. 240 Ω, ca.120 Ω unbalanced power consumption Fuse (V~, 50/60 Hz) Network connection 50 W T 2.0 A H 250 V Standard connection Max. output +28 dbu Dimensions/Weight
Main inserts Max level. Input output Mono level max. Low frequency output phones/CTL level oom Max. 6.3 mm stereo jack, unbalanced +22 dbu 6.3 mm mono jack, no Ca. 120 Ω +22 dbu variable,30 Hz to 200 Hz, 18 db/oit. 6.3mm stereo jack, unbalanced +19 dbu / 150 Ω (+25 dbm) SX2442FX Dimensions (A x L x P) 100 x 682 x 410 mm (3.9 x 26.9 x
16.1) Weight (net) SX3 24 8.6 kg (19 lbs) Dimensions (A x L x P) 100 x 896 x 410 mm (3.9 x 35.3 x 16.1) Weight (net) 1 kylent input noise 11.0 kg (24.3 lbs) 2 1 krel Hz. at 0 dbu; 20 Hz - 20 khz; Record in line; output; Unity Hz - 20 kHz; measured in the main output. Channels 1-4 Unity; neutral sound; all channels are in the main mixture; 1/3 channels left,
channels 2/4 all right. 10000000000000000000000000000 BHING is continuously working to ensure the highest possible quality standard. The necessary changes will be made without notice. The technical data and the image of the device may therefore show differences in terms of the indications and figures provided. CD/Bar level at max. the output taken
from ca jack ca. 1 kω +22 dbu DSP Aegym sampling system Texas Instruments 24-bit delta-sigma, 64/128 times Exceed 46 khz Basic mixing system Data 3 (uído) Mix -, Fader do - Mix 0 db, Fader do - Mix 0 db, Fader on 0 db -100 db / -102.5 db is a pond. on A -82 db / -85 db ponders. on A -72 db / -75 db ponders. from the 19th we hear you
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